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Abstract 

The relationship between several common bases for the mod2 Steenrod algebra is explored 

and a family of bases consisting of monomials in distinct 4’s is developed. A recursive change 

of basis formula is produced to convert between the Milnor basis and each of the bases for 
which the change of basis matrix in every grading is upper triangular. In particular, it is shown 

that the basis of admissible monomials, the p;’ bases, and two bases due to Amon, are all bases 
having this property, and the corresponding change of basis formula is produced for each of 
them. Some monomial relations for the mod 2 Steenrod algebra are then obtained by exploring 
the change of basis transformations. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 

1991 Math. Subj. Class.: Primary 55S10, 55305; secondary 57T05 

1. Introduction 

There are many descriptions of bases for the mod2 Steenrod algebra, A, in the 

literature. In addition to the classical basis of admissible monomials, there are the bases 

developed by Milnor [3] and Wall [4] as well as the more recent bases developed by 

Arnon [l] and Wood [5]. In this article we investigate the relationship between these 

bases, and add a family of bases consisting of monomials in distinct Pt’s to the existing 

collection. These bases are all described in detail in Section 3. 

Given so many different bases, a natural question to ask is: how can we convert from 

one basis to the other? Since almost all of the bases under consideration are described 

in terms of unevaluated products of A, such simple linear algebraic information actually 

can yield information about the product structure of A as well. 
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All of the bases we consider can be described in terms of unevaluated monomials in 

Milnor basis elements. Thus it is a simple matter to convert from one of these bases, 

call it B, to the Milnor basis, BMil, by using the product formula (2) developed by 

Milnor [3]. A difficulty arises when trying to convert in the other direction: from the 

Milnor basis back to the basis B. Having such a formula for every basis would then 

allow us to convert between any two bases, indirectly, via the Milnor basis. 

A brute force approach might be to compute the change of basis matrix, IV, from 

B to BMil in a given grading using the Milnor product formula and compute M-’ 

to obtain the change of basis matrix in the opposite direction. But this approach is 

extremely inefficient and is unworkable in all but the lowest gradings where the vector 

space dimension is quite small. 

Suppose, however, that we have the following situation. 

Definition 1.1. Suppose there exists orderings, + and 4, of bases B and BMil respec- 

tively, such that the change of basis matrix M (with respect to these orderings) is 

upper triangular in every grading. In this situation we say the basis B is triangular 

with respect to the Milnor basis. 

This will be the situation if and only if there is an order preserving bijection y : 

BMil --f B such that y(O) is the +-largest summand of Milnor element 0 when expressed 

in basis B. 

Remark 1.1. If B is triangular with respect to the Milnor basis, then we have a well 

defined recursive formula to convert a Milnor basis element to the basis B. Namely, 

for any 6 E BMil, we have 

0, = Y(@ + ~uA)B, 
i 

(1) 

where XB denotes the representation of x in basis B and y(8) = 6 + ci 8i is the Milnor 

representation of y(B)Mil obtained via the Milnor product formula. 

This is a well-defined recursive formula because all of the Milnor basis elements Bi 

must be strictly i-less than 0 and so the recursion must eventually end when we reach 

elements for which y(B) = 0 holds. Since A is finite dimensional in each grading, we 

must have y(0) = 8 for the 8 which is the -?-smallest Milnor basis element in a given 

grading. 

Thus in order to show that B is triangular with respect to the Milnor basis and 

determine the change of basis formula (1) for converting an element from the Milnor 

basis to basis B it suffices to: 

1. Define a bijection y : BMil + B. 
2. Define the ordering i on BMil. Then let 4 be the unique ordering of B such that 

y is order preserving. 

3. Prove that y(e) is the *-largest summand of the representation of 6B for any 

e E BMil. 
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We will follow this procedure several times in what follows. Note that requirement 
3 can also be satisfied by showing y-‘(e) is the q-largest Milnor basis summand of 
the Milnor basis representation of B for any 8 E B, since y is order preserving and the 
inverse of a triangular matrix is also triangular. Also in place of requirement 2 we can 
define the ordering -X on B and then let 4 be the unique ordering of BMil such that y 
is order preserving. 

In this article we will accomplish three things. First, we will construct a family of 
bases for the Steenrod algebra A consisting of monomials in distinct e’s and add these 
bases to the list of bases being considered in this article. Second, we will determine 
which of the bases being considered are triangular with respect to the Milnor basis, and 
determine the change of basis formula of the form (1) for each basis that is. Finally, 
we will show how such information may lead to product information by determining 
an infinite family of elements which are both admissible monomial and Milnor basis 
elements. 

2. Summary of main results 

In this section we give a general overview of the main results which are contained 
in this paper. The details, notation, background and proofs will be presented later in 
the paper. Our first result is the construction of an infinite family of bases for A, using 
ideas similar to those discussed in [2, Ch. 151. Let +R denote right lexicographic order 
(Definition 3.1). 

Theorem 2.1. The set, BAR, of all monomials of the form cc’ . . + q such that 

bO,tO)+R (Sl,tl)+R “. +R (sp, tp) is a basis for A. In addition, any set Bp obtained 

by changing the order of the factors of any of the monomials in BPR is also a basis 

for A. 

Adding these bases to the list of bases mentioned above (those of Wall, Arnon, and 
Wood and the basis of admissible monomials) we can completely determine which of 
these bases are triangular with respect to the Milnor basis and determine the change 
of basis formula of the form (1) by specifying the required y. 

Theorem 2.2. 1. The following bases are triangular with respect to the Milnor basis 

and have change of basis formula (1) for the value of y shown in Table 1. 
2. Wall’s basis, Wood’s Y basis, and Wood’s Z basis are not triangular with 

respect to the Milnor basis. 

It should be noted that in each case there is a simple heuristic for computing y 
which makes these change of basis formulas quite easy to use in practice. We give 
both these heuristics and sample calculations along with the proofs in later sections of 
the article. 
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Table 1 

Basis 

Admissible monomials 

Any v basis 

Amon C 

Amon A 

y required for formula (1) 

Definition 4.1 

Definition 5.1 

Definition 6.1 

Definition 7.1 

Of some interest in its own right is the unusual ordering of the Milnor basis elements 

used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 for the Arnon A basis. This ordering is given in 

Definition 7.3. 

One way to improve on the recursive change of basis formulas given in Theorem 

2.2, would be to determine explicit non-recursive formulas. As a first step in this 

direction one might ask what elements two bases have in common. For example, it 

is well known that the Sq(n) = Sq” are common to both the Milnor and admissible 

monomial bases. Our final result determines an infinite family of elements which are 

common to these two bases. Let w(n) be the smallest integer such that 2@) > II. 

Theorem 2.3. rJ‘ri E - 1 mod 2w(‘j+l ) jbr all 1 5 i < m then Sq(r1,. , r,) is an element 

of both the Milnor and admissible monomial bases. In this case Sq(ri, . . . ,r,,,) = 
Sq’l Sq’Z . . . Sqtm where t,,, = r, and ti = ri + 2ti+l for 1 < i < m. 

We point out that this linear algebra result is actually providing us with information 

about monomial products in A. Based on computer calculations we conjecture that 

these are the only elements common to the Milnor and admissible monomial bases. 

It is hoped that results of this sort would provide the first step in determining non- 

recursive change of basis formulas for these bases. 

3. Bases for A: old and new 

We begin by describing the bases to be discussed in this article. Algebraically the 

Steenrod algebra can be described as the quotient of the free associative graded algebra 

over the field with two elements, [F 2, on symbols Sq” in grading n, by the ideal 

generated by the Adem relations: 

Sq”+b-“Sq” (for a < 2b), 

where the binomial coefficients are taken mod 2 and Sq” = 1, the multiplicative identity. 

In order to describe the bases we wish to consider we first define the following. 

Definition 3.1. Let R = rl, . . . , r, and S = s 1,. . . , s, be finite sequences of non-negative 

integers. Define rk = 0 for k > m and Sk = 0 for k > n. Write R +R S if R is less than S 
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in lexicographic order from the right, i.e. if there exists i such that ri < s, and rj = sj 

for all j > i. If R <R S we will say R is rlex less than S. We make a similar definition 

for left lexicographic order, i.e. R -+ S if there exists i such that ri < si and rj = Sj for 

all j < i (where we take rk =0 for k > m and Sk =0 for k > n). If R-Q S we will say 

R is llex less than S. 

The bases we consider in this article are: 

1. Admissible monomials: A monomial of the form Sq” Sq” . ’ . Sq’” is said to be 

admissible if ti > 2ti+l for 1 < i < m. The set of all admissible monomials forms a basis 

for A which we will denote by BABY. Whether Sq”Sqt2 . Sq” is admissible or not, 

we will often abbreviate Sq” Sqt2 . . . Sqtm by Sq”,...,tm and in addition if T = tl, . . . , t, 

we will write Sq(r) for Sq”....““. 

2. Milnor [3]: Milnor showed that A is also a Hopf algebra whose dual, A*, is the 

polynomial algebra [Fz [ (1, (& . . .] on generators 5, in grading 2”- 1. The basis of A 
which is dual to the basis of monomials in A* is called the Milnor basis and will be 

denoted BMil. The element dual to r;’ t;’ . . .($ in this basis is denoted Sq(ri, . . . , r, ). 
Comparing with the notation given above we have Sq(n) = Sq”. If R = r1, . . . , r, is 

a finite sequence of non-negative integers, we will often use multi-index notation and 

write Sq (R) for the Milnor basis element Sq(ri, . . . , r,,,). 
The algebra structure on A in this basis can be described by the product formula 

given by Milnor. Namely, 

%h,r2,. . .Fq(sI,s2,. . . > = z: Sq(t1, t2, ” .I, 

X 

(2) 

where the sum is taken over all matrices X = (xii) satisfying: 

c Xij = Sj, 

c 2jXij = Yi, 

where (nl,..., n,) is the multinomial coefficient 

value of x00 is never used and may be taken to 

produces a summand Sq(ti, t2, . . .) given by 

th = c xij. 

i+j=h 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(nl + ... + n,)!/(nl!...n,!). (The 

be 0.) Each such allowable matrix 

(6) 

In such a situation we say that X is a Sq (R) Sq (S)- a II owable matrix which produces 

Sq (T) . We will also find it convenient to say that X produces the sequence T if T 
satisfies (6) regardless of whether or not X is allowable. 
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3. Arson A [ 1, Theorem 1 A]: Define X/ = Sq2”Sq2n-’ . . . Sq2k. Then the set of all 

monomials of the form X2X{’ . . .XII: such that (na,ka)+ (n,,ki)-+ ...+L (n,,k,) 

forms a basis for A which we will denoted by BAA. 

4. Wall [4, p. 4331: Define Q{ = Sq21Sq2k+’ . . . Sq*“. Then the set of all monomi- 

als of the form QEi Qi,’ .. . Qi,:’ such that (n,, kp) 4~ (n,_l, k,_l) +L .. . +L (no,ko) 
forms a basis for A which we will denoted by Bwall. This basis was also discussed in 

[l, Theorem lB]. 

5. Arnon C [ 1, Theorem lC]: A monomial of the form Sq” Sqzm-’ . . . Sq” is said 

to be C-admissible if ti+l 5 2ti for 1 < i < m and ti is divisible by 2’-‘. The set of all 

C-admissible monomials forms a basis for A which we will denote by BA~c. 
6. Wood Y [5, Theorem 11: Define Y/ = Sq2”(2k+‘-1). Then the set of all monomials 

of the form YZY:’ . . -Y;: such that (n,,k,) +L (n,_l,kp_l) +L ... +L (no,ko) forms 

a basis for A which we will denote by Bwy. Wood shows that this basis has a nice 

property with respect to the Hopf subalgebras A, of A generated by the Sq*’ with i < n. 

Namely if any factor of any summand of (3 wd~ is not in A,, then 8 itself is not in A,,. 

7. Wood 2 [5, Theorem 21: Let Y/ = Sq2”(2k+‘-1) as above. Then the set of all 

monomials of the form Y$ Y{’ . . . YL” such that (nP + kp,np)+L (np_l + kp_l,np_l) 
4~ . . -CL (no + ko,no) forms a ba& for A which we will denoted by Bwa. Wood 

shows that this basis also has the same nice property with respect to the Hopf subal- 

gebras A, that was mentioned above for the Y basis. 

8. r-bases: In this article we will prove that the following is a basis for A. Let 

e = Sq(rI,..., rt) where r, = 2” and ri = 0 for i < t . For each finite set, S, of P:‘s 

choose an ordering of the elements of S, and let M(S) be the monomial formed by 

taking the product of the elements of S in increasing order, i.e. if S= {~,~~‘, . . . , $“} 

and we order the elements of S in the order shown then A4 (5’) = e G“ . . . $‘. The 

monomials M(S) form a basis for A. This gives us an infinite family of bases, one 

for each choice of ordering the sets S (not all of them are distinct, of course). 

For example, the set of all monomials of the form &:G“ . ‘6: such that (SO, to) +R 

@l,h)+R “’ +R (sp, tp) is one such basis which we will denote by BPR. 

Before leaving this section we give a few elementary definitions and notation that 

will be needed later on. 

Definition 3.2. If ~~~~~ is one of the bases of A described above and (3 E A then f&,, 

will denote the representation of 6’ in that basis. 

For example, (Sq2Sq1),, = Sq(3) + Sq(0, 1) while Sq(0, I),, = Sq2Sq1 + Sq3. 

For any Milnor basis element, Sq (rl , . . . , r,) , it is clear from the definition that the 

grading or degree of Sq (rl, . . . , r,,,) is Cy=,(2’-l)ri. For any of the other bases, the 

degree of a monomial is the sum of the degrees of its Milnor basis factors. The excess 

of Sq (rl,. . . , rm) is CL, ri and its length is m. The excess of an admissible monomial 

Sq”““,lm is tm + Cy=y’ (ti - 2ti+l) . We will denote the excess of tI E BMil by ex(0). 

Note that Sq (rl, . . . , r,,,) is not uniquely determined by its degree, excess, and length 

as can be seen by the elements Sq (0, 1,2,0,1) and Sq (2,0,0,1,1) . 
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We can extend the definitions of left and right lexicographic order to both Milnor 

basis elements and monomials in Sq” in the obvious manner, i.e. if R +A S then 

Sq (R) -+ Sq (S) and SqR +R Sq’ and similarly if R +L S then Sq (R) 3~ Sq (S) and 

SqR -$ sqs . 

For any positive integer n, let Ei(n) be the coefficient of 2’ in the binary expansion 

of n, i.e. n = cr, ai(n)2’ and Xi(n) E (0, 1) for all i. We say that m and n are disjoint 

and write m x n if ai( ai < 1 for all i. It is well known that this is equivalent to 

the condition that the binomial coefficient (“2) is odd. Consequently, the multinomial 

coefficient (n 1 , . . . , n,) is odd if and only if the integers IZ~,. . . , n, are pairwise disjoint. 

This fact is used frequently throughout the article when evaluating condition (5). 

We often write 2’ in for xi(n) = 1 since the meaning is clear from the context. The 

following fact will be used implicitly several times and is an elementary exercise in 

binary arithmetic. Let 0 5 b < 2’. Then 

2’ E b H 2’ E 2’a + b and 1 < t. (7) 

Finally, let v(n) be the largest integer such that n = 0 mod2”(“) (and take v (O)=oc). 

Let w(n) be the smallest integer such that 2 @@) > n. Notice that for n > 0 we always 

have 2°C”) EQ and also that v(n) < o(n). 

4. Milnor vs. admissible 

We begin by focusing on the relationship between BMil and BAG. The elements 

Sq(n) (=Sq”) are common to both the Milnor and admissible monomial bases. There- 

fore to express an admissible monomial in the Milnor basis, we only need use the 

product formula (2) for multiplying Milnor basis elements. 

To convert a element from the Milnor basis to the basis of admissible monomials 

we now show that the basis of admissible monomials is triangular with respect to the 

Milnor basis and define the y and ordering < needed for the recursive formula (1). To 

satisfy requirement 1 following (1) we make the following definition. 

Definition 4.1. Let Sq (R) = Sq(ri,. . . ,rm) be a Milnor basis element. Define 

y (Sq(ri, . . , I-~)) = Sq” Sqt2 . . Sqtm where 

m 

ti = C 2k-i rk. (8) 
k=i 

(Abbreviation: we will sometimes write y0 for y (8)). 

Note that the ti can quickly be computed by starting with t,,, = r,,, and then applying 

the simple recursion 

ti = Yi + 2ti+l . (9) 
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It follows immediately that y Sq (R) is an admissible monomial for any Sq (R) E BMii. 

The map y is clearly a bijection on A in each degree and preserves both excess and 

rlex order. So we take both + and i to be <R in this case to satisfy requirement 2 

following (1). So in order to satisfy requirement 3 following (1) we show: 

Theorem 4.1. y Sq (R) is the rlex-largest summand of Sq (R)Ad,,, 

Hence BAG is triangular with respect to BMii. As a result we have a recursive 

formula of the form (1) for converting an element of A from the Milnor basis to the 

basis of admissible monomials. 

Corollary 4.2. Let Sq (R) E BMil and suppose y (Sq (R))Mil=Sq (R)+C, Sq (Ri). Then 

Sq (R)Ah = Y Sq (R) + C Sq (Ri)Adm 

is a well-dejned recursive formula for computing Sq (R jAdm. 

Note that y (Sq (R ) )Mi, can easily be obtained from the Milnor product formula (2). 

All of the elements Sq (Ri) are strictly rlex-less than Sq (R) which is why the recursive 

formula is well defined. This makes the formula quite easy to use in practice. 

For example, to convert Sq (2,2) to the basis of admissible monomials using 

Corollary 4.2 we first compute y Sq (2,2) = Sq6Sq2. By the Milnor product formula, 

Sq(6)Sq(2)=Sq(2,2)+Sq(5,1). The error term, Sq(5,l) is smaller than the original 

term Sq (2,2) in rlex order and we invoke Corollary 4.2 again. This time y Sq (5,l) = 

Sq’Sq’, but by the Milnor product formula we find that Sq (7) Sq (1) = Sq (5,1). Thus 

we have shown that 

sq (2,2) = sq6 sq2 + sq’ sq’ 

which provides the conversion we desired. 

In order to prove these results we begin by proving a useful lemma. 

Let Sq (~1 , . . . , r,), Sq (sl,. . . ,s,) E BMil. Let X = (xii) be the matrix 

* 0 0 ... 0 

rl 0 0 ‘.’ 0 

. . . . . . . . . 

r,-l 0 0 ... 0 

r, - xpksk s1 s2 . sn 

We will call X the rlex champion matrix for Sq (rl,. . . ,rm) Sq (~1,. . . ,A-,,). 

Lemma 4.3. Zf the rlex champion matrix for Sq (R) Sq (S) produces T, then every 

other Sq (R) Sq (S)- a 11 owable matrix produces a sequence which is rlex-less than T. 
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Proof. By (3) and (4), any other such matrix must have Xii # 0 for some 0 5 i < m and 

1 < j < n. Let j be the largest such value. Then by (3) we have Xmj < Sj. Therefore 

the element Sq (~1,. . . , u,+,) produced by the new matrix must have Uk = Sk = tk for 

m+j<k<m+n and u,,,+j= ,,,, X < Sj = tj. Thus Sq (U) +R Sq (T) q 

As an immediate consequence we have: 

Corollary 4.4. Let T be the sequence produced by the rlex champion matrix fi)r 

Sq (R) Sq (S). Zf U +R S then for every Milnor summand Sq (V) of the product 

Sq(R) Sq(U) we have V-XR T. 

This follows from Lemma 4.3 and the fact that the sequence T’ produced by the 

rlex champion matrix for Sq (R) Sq (U) IS easily seen to be rlex-less than T. 

We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1. 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We wish to show that y Sq (R) is the rlex-largest summand of 

Sq (R)*&Il. Since y is bijective and preserves rlex order, it suffices to show that for 

any admissible monomial Sq (r) the Milnor basis element y-’ (Sq(r)) is the rlex-largest 

summand of (Sq(r) ) Mi,. 

Let T = t 1,. . .,t,,, be an admissible sequence. Recall that by (9) y-‘(Sq(r)) = 

Sq(rl,..., rm) where r,,, = t,,, and ri = ti - 2ti+l for i < m. We proceed by induction 

on m. 

If m = 1 then (Sq(r)),,, = Sq(tt ) and y-’ (Sq(r)) = Sq (tl), so the base case holds. 

Now for the inductive hypothesis assume that for any admissible monomial Sq@) 

of length less than m, y-’ (Sq(‘)) is the rlex-largest summand of (Sq(') ) Mi,. Then in 

particular, y-t S fz,.Jm (q ) = Sq(r2,. ..,r,,,) h 1 -1 IS t e r ex argest summand of (Sq’2~.~.~‘m)Mi, . 

So we can write 

(Sq”~~~~~fm),i~ = Sq (rz,. . . ,rm) + C Sq(Ri), 

where Sq(Ri) +R Sq (rz,. . . , r,) for all i. 
Thus we have 

(sq”-‘“) Mi, = sq (t1 ) (sq”,..J-) Mi, 

= Sq (h) (Sq (r2,. . .9rm)+C%(Ri)) 

= Sq (h 1 Sq (r2,. . . , rm> + c Sq (6 1 NW. 

The rlex champion matrix X for Sq (tl ) Sq (r2,. . , rm) is 

0 0 ‘.. 0 

tl - ~f22” rk r2 r3 ” r,,,. 
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Clearly X is admissible. To see that it produces Sq (~1,. . . , r,,,) we need only verify 

that 

m m 

tl - c zk- 1 rk = tl - 2 c zke2rk 
k=2 k=2 

= tl - 2t2 

= rl. 

Therefore by Lemma 4.3 every other Sq (tl ) Sq(r2,. . . , r,)-allowable matrix produces 

Milnor elements which are rlex-less than Sq (rl, . . . , r,,,). So Sq (rl, . . . , r,,,) is the rlex- 

largest summand of Sq (tl ) Sq(r2,. . . , rm). In addition, every summand of Sq (tl) Sq(Ri) 

is rlex less than Sq (rl,. . . ,r,) by Corollary 4.4. Cl 

5. Milnor vs. P: 

We now turn our attention to the relationship between BMil and BPR. We use methods 

and ideas similar to those discussed in [2, Chapter 151. 

All of the results and arguments in this section carry over to any y basis, but we 

illustrate them for this particular ordering of the monomial factors. The elements Pt 

are common to both the Milnor and Pf bases. Therefore to express an element of BPR 

in the Milnor basis, we only need use the product formula (2) for multiplying Milnor 

basis elements. 

Notice that we have not yet shown that B pR is a basis for A although we have 

defined it as a set. To see that BPR is in fact a triangular basis with respect to 

the Milnor basis we begin by defining a grading preserving bijection 

Y : &&I + BPR . 

Definition 5.1. Let Sq (rl, . . . , rm) E BMil. Define 

where the right hand side is the unique monomial in BPR satisfying 

Pfjisafactorofqqsl...c * ai( 

for all i and i. 

The map y is clearly a bijection on A in each grading. 
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There is a useful heuristic device for computing the y Sq (ri, . . . , r,,,) . We define the 

binary chart of Sq (~1,. . , r,,,) to be the array: 

a2kl) a26.2) a2@3) “’ 

s c%(n) @I@2) QG-3) ... 

1 2 3 . . . 

t 

In other words simply write the binary expansions of the numbers rl, . . . , r,,, vertically 

next to each other. Then e is a factor of y Sq (r-1 ,...,rm) if and only if there is a 1 in 

location (s, t) in the binary chart. The factors are then multiplied in the correct order 

for whichever e basis we are considering. 

For example, to compute y Sq (2,&l) we make the chart: 

1 0 

0 1 1 

and read off the factors PI, Pi, Pi, and Pt. Multiplying them in the correct order for 

BPR we get ySq (2,5,1) = P~P~P~P~. 
Now define an ordering +E on BMil as follows. 

Definition 5.2. For any Sq(R), Sq(S) E BMil, we say Sq(R) +E Sq(S) if 

ex(Sq(R)) < ex(Sq(S)> 

or else 

ex(Sq(R)) = ex(Sq(s)) and Sq(R) +R Sq(S). 

The second condition is simply used to make a total ordering out of the partial 

ordering induced by excess and is never used. 

Finally let + be the ordering induced on BPR induced by the 

Then we have: 

bijection y and -+ . 

Theorem 5.1. y Sq(R) is the +-largest summand of Sq(R)pR. 

It follows immediately that the elements of BPR are linearly independent in each 

grading and since y is a bijection, BPR is, indeed, a basis as claimed. Further, with this 

definition of y and 4~ we have satisfied requirements l-3 in Section 1 and so BAR is 
triangular with respect to BMil. As a result we have a recursive formula of the form 

(1) for converting an element of A from the Milnor basis to the basis of admissible 

monomials. 
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Corollary 5.2. Let Sq(R) E BMii and suppose y (Sq(R)),,, = Sq(R) + xi Sq(Ri). Then 

Sq(R), = YSq(R) + C Sq(Ri)pR 

is a well-dejned recursive formula for computing Sq(R), . 

Note that y (Sq(R) ),il can easily be obtained from the Milnor product formula (2). 

All of the elements Sq(Ri) are strictly -+-less than Sq(R) which is why the recursive 

formula is well defined. 

For example, to convert Sq (4,2) to the basis BPR using Corollary 5.2 we first com- 

pute y Sq (4,2) = PfPi. By the Milnor product formula, Pf Pi = Sq (4) Sq (0,2) = 

Sq (4,2) + Sq (0, l,l). The error term, Sq (0, 1,1) is smaller than the original term 

Sq (4,2) in +E order and so we invoke Corollary 5.2 again. This time y Sq (0, 1,1) = 

Pip& but by the Milnor product formula we find that PtPi = Sq (0,l) Sq (O,O, 1) = 

Sq (0, 1,1) . Thus we have shown that 

Sq(4,2) = PfP; + P;Py 

which provides the conversion we desired. 

In order to prove these results we begin by proving a few useful lemmas. 

Let Sq(ri ,..., ym), Sqh,..., s,) E BMil. Let X = (xij) be the matrix 

* Sl s2 . . s, 

r-1 0 0 ... 0 

. . . . . . . . . . . : 

rm 0 0 ..’ 0 

We will call X the excess champion matrix for Sq(rl,. . . ,rm) Sq(si,. . .,s,). 

Let R = rl, r2,. . . and S = si,sz,. . . . Then we define the obvious sum 

R+S=rl +sl,r2+s2 ,..., ri+si ,.... 

In this notation we see that the excess champion matrix for Sq(R)Sq(S) produces 

Sq(R + 5). Notice that ex(Sq(R + 7’)) = ex(Sq(R)) + ex(Sq(T)). 

Lemma 5.3. IfX is an allowable Sq(R) Sq(S) matrix which produces Sq(T) then 

ex(Sq(T)) < ex(Sq(R+S)). 

Proof. Since the excess of Sq(T) = Sq (tl, t2,. . .) is c ti and by (6) each ti is the sum 

of the ith diagonal of X = (Xii), it follows that ex (Sq(T)) = Ci,jxij, i.e. it is the sum 

of all of the entries of the matrix. By (3) the sum of the entries in columns to the 

right of column 0, ~j,o~i~ must equal ex(Sq(S)). By (4) xi0 < ri for each i SO that 

the entries in column 0 must have a sum less than or equal to the excess of Sq(R), 

i.e. ~j=oxij < ex (Sq(R)). But since X is not the excess champion matrix, we must 

have xUV # 0 for some u > 0 and u > 0. But by (4) it follows that x,0 -=c r, and so the 
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sum of column 0 is strictly less than ex (Sq(R)) . Hence, 

ex (Sq(T)) = Cx;j 

= g Xi,j + CXi,j 

j=O .i>O 

< ex @q(R)) + ex @q(S)) 
= ex(Sq(R+S)) 

as claimed. 0 

As an immediate consequence we have 

Corollary 5.4. If ex (Sq( U)) < ex (Sq(R )) then every Milnor summand Sq(T) of the 

product Sq(U)Sq(S) (or Sq(S)Sq(U)) h as excess less than ex (Sq(R + S)). 

We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.1 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We wish to show that y Sq(R) is the <-largest summand of 

Sq(R)PR. It suffices to show that for any element e Pti. . . q in BAR, y-‘(F$‘e’. . .$‘) 

is the -+-largest summand of (e&f’ . . . cF),i,. We will show something slightly 

stronger, namely that y-‘(c fiy’ . . . $‘) is a summand of (F$ G’ . . . e),, and ev- 

ery other Milnor summand of (e Z$’ . . . q),, will have excess strictly less than 

ex (y-‘(<Fp2s’ . ..c)). 
Let t)=psOpsl.. 10 II .F$ EBPR and let Sq(rl,...,r,) = y-‘(e:c’ ...&F) where Yi = 

Et,=, 2”). We proceed by induction on p . 

If p = 0 then (F$‘)Mi, = c: and 1~~’ (eO”) = F$‘, so the base case holds. 

Now for the inductive hypothesis assume that for any element (3 E BPR having fewer 

than p + 1 factors, y-’ (0) is the rlex-largest summand of (&I. Then in particular, 

y-1 
( 
P$Pl;“..c;_;’ 

> 
=Sq(r1,..., r,_,,r, -2+) 

is a summand of (ezc’ . . . e),i, and every other summand has excess less than 

ex(Sq(rl,...,r,-l,r, - 2’p)). So we can write 

( p”,oeT’...q Mi,=Sq(rl,...,r~-l,rm-2s~)+CSq(Ri), 
> 

where ex(Sq(Ri)) < ex(Sq(rl,...,r,_l, r, - 2’~)) for all i. 
Thus we have 

psopsl ._.p’p to ti 5 > ( 
= 

Mil 
CC . . $_y’ 

> 
,i,q 

r,l,rm-2.‘P)+CSq(R,))~ 

=Sq(r~,..., r,,,_l,r,,, - 2”)PfF + c Sq(Ri)PtF. 
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Now each of the Milnor summands of c Sq (Ri)e: must have excess strictly less 

than ex( Sq(rl , . . . , rm)) by Corollary 5.4. Every summand of Sq(rl , . . . , r,,_ I, r, -2% )eF 

other than Sq(ri, . . . , r,,,) must have excess strictly less than ex(Sq(rr,. . . ,r,)) by 

Lemma 5.3. Finally, it is easy to see that the excess champion matrix associated 

with Sq(ri, . . . ,r,_l, r,,, - 2+)PtF is allowable and thus Sq(ri,. . .,rm) is a summand 

Of (cc’ “‘4F)Mil. q 

6. Milnor vs. Arnon C 

We now turn to the relationship between BMil and BAA. In many ways this rela- 

tionship is similar to the situation we find for B A&. The elements Sq(n) are again 

common to both bases, so to express 0 E BA,.c in the Milnor basis, we only need use 

the product formula (2). 

To convert a element from the Milnor basis to the Arnon C basis we follow the 

now familiar path of showing that the basis of C-admissible monomials is triangular 

with respect to the Milnor basis by defining the appropriate y and ordering 4 needed 

for the recursive formula of the form (1). 

Definition 6.1. Let Sq(R) = Sq(ri , . . . ,rm) be a Milnor basis element. Define 

y (Sq (rl, . . . , rm)) = Sq” Sq”-’ . . . Sq”, where 

k=i 

(10) 

Note that y (Sq (rl, . . . , r,,,)) can easily be computed by the following heuristic. First, 

write the sequence r-1,. . . , r, in a vertical column with rl on top. Then working to the 

left, construct the following triangular shaped diagram in which each column contains 

entries which are twice the entry to its right: 

r1 

2r2 r2 

f 2m-2rm_, . . . 2ri-1 rm-l 
2m-‘rm 2m-2rm ‘. ’ 2r, r, 

tm &-I ..’ t2 t1 

the value of ti is then simply the sum of the ith column from the right as indicated. 

It is clear from the definition that ti is divisible by 2’-‘and also that 

ti+] = 2ti - 2’ri (11) 

holds for 1 5 i < m. Hence ti+l 5 2ti SO that y Sq(R) is indeed in BM. 
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The map y is a bijection on A in each grading and by (11) 

y-l (sqtm,-.9t’) = Sq(7.1,. .,rm) 

where ri = (2ti - ti+1)/2’ for 1 5 i < m and r,,, = (t,,,/2”‘-‘). 
For this basis we choose +R for the ordering of BMil and let < be the ordering 

induced by y on BAG. Then we have 

Theorem 6.1. @q(R) is the +-largest summand of Sq(R)Ac. 

Hence BA~C is triangular with respect to BMil and we have a recursive formula of 

the form (1) for converting an element of A from the Milnor basis to the basis of 

C-admissible monomials. 

Corollary 6.2. Let Sq(R) E B~.la and suppose y (Sq(R)),i, = Sq(R) + xi Sq(Ri). Then 

Sq(R)A,c = Y Sq(R) + C Sq(Ri)Arc 

is a well-defined recursive formula for computing Sq(R)A,c. 

Note that once again y (Sq(R)),, can easily be obtained from the Milnor product 

formula (2) and all of the elements Sq(Ri) are strictly rlex-less than Sq(R) which is 

why the recursive formula is well defined. 

For example, to convert Sq (3,2) to the basis of C-admissible monomials using 

Corollary 6.2 we first compute ySq(3,2) = Sq4 Sq’. By the Milnor product formula, 

Sq(4)Sq(5)=Sq(3,2)+Sq(6,1). The error term, Sq(6,l) is smaller than the original 

term Sq (3,2) in rlex order and so we invoke Corollary 6.2 again. This time ySq (6,1)= 

Sq* Sq7, but by the Milnor product formula we find that Sq (2) Sq (7) = Sq (6,l). Thus 

we have shown that 

sq (3,2) = sq4 sq5 + sq* sq7 

which provides the conversion we desired. 

We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.1. 

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Once again it suffices to show that for any C-admissible 

monomial Sq(r) the Milnor basis element y-‘(Sq(r)) is the rlex-largest summand of 

Let Sq (r) = Sq’“,...J’ be a C-admissible monomial. Then 

yA1(Sq’“‘...“‘) =Sq(rl,...,r,) 

where ri = (2ti - ti+l)/2’ for 1 5 i < m and r,,, = (t,,,/2”-l). We proceed by induction 

on m . 

If m = 1 then (Sq(r)),, = Sq (tl ) and y-‘(Sq(r)) = Sq (tl ), so the base case holds. 
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Now for the inductive hypothesis assume that for any admissible monomial Sq(‘) 

of length less than m, y-‘(Sq@)) is the rlex-largest summand of (Sq@)),,. Then in 

particular, we can compute 

y-‘(sq’*‘-‘,...J’) = Sq(r1,. .,Tm-_2, ?.,_I + Ym) 

which must be the rlex-largest summand of (Sq’m-‘,..,‘“‘)Mi,. So we can write 

(sq’m,,.,, fl ) Mi, = sq (r, ) . . . ) ym-2, rm-1 + rm> + c Sq(h) 

where Sq(Ri) +R Sq (~1,. . . ,rm__2, t-,-l + rm) for all i. 

Thus we have 

(sq’-3...“’ ) Mi, = sq (tm) (sqtm-‘,..J’) Mi, 

=sq(b)(Sqh,..., rm-2, r,-l + rm> + C sq(Ri)) 

=ss(b)Sq(r~~..., rm-2,rm--l +r,)+C Sq(t,) Sq(&). 

The rlex champion matrix for Sq (cm) Sq (rl, . . . , r,_2, r,_l + rm) is not allowable in 

this case so instead we let X be the matrix 

* rl ... rm-2 r,-1 

0 0 ... 0 r,. 

Clearly X is allowable and produces Sq (t-1,. . , r,,,) . To see that X is indeed a Sq (tm) 

Sq(rl,..., rm_2, r,_l + rm) matrix we need only note that r,,, = (t,,,/2”-I). 

Now every other Sq (tm) Sq (r-1,. . , r,_2, r,,,_ 1 + r,,,)-allowable matrix produces Mil- 

nor elements which are rlex-less than Sq (q, . . . , rm) since by (4) any other such matrix 

must produce Sq (tl , . . . , t,,, ) with t,,, < r,,,. 

So it remains to show that every summand of C Sq (tm) Sq(Ri) is rlex-less than 

Sq (rl, . . . , rm). Let Sq(Ri) = Sq (U], . . . , u,) be one of the summands. We know Sq(Ri) 

is rlex-less than Sq (t-1,. . , r,,_2, r,,,_l + r,,,). If n < m- 1 then every summand of 

Sq(t,) Sq(Ri) has length less than m and is therefore rlex-less than Sq(ri,. . .,rm). 

On the other hand, if n = m- 1 then there exists j such that uj < rj and 

Sq(u1,..., k+~)=Sq (u1,...,uj,rj+l,...,r,-2,r,-1 +rm). 

In this case, the matrix 

* 241 .” Uj rj+l ... r,-2 r,-l 

0 0 ... 0 0 ... 0 r, 

produces the sequence (~1,. . . ,uj, rj+l,. . . ,r,,_l, rm) (whether or not it is allowable) 

which is clearly rlex-less than (t-1 , . . . ,r,). By the same argument as above, any other 

Sq (tm) Sq(Ri)-allowable matrix must produce Sq( V) for which V +R U which is in 

turn rlex-less than (q, . . . , rm). 0 
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7. Milnor vs. Arnon A 

The strangest of the bases discussed here which are triangular with respect to the 

Milnor bases has to be BAJA due to the unusual ordering -? on BMir that is used for 

the proof. Since elements of BAJA are monomials in the elements Sq(2”), we can 

express an admissible monomial in the Milnor basis by using the product formula (2) 

for multiplying Milnor basis elements. 

To convert a element from the Milnor basis to the basis of admissible monomials 

we show that the Amon A basis is triangular with respect to the Milnor basis and 

define the y and ordering 4 needed for the recursive formula of the form (1). For y 

we make the following: 

Definition 7.1. Let Sq(R) = Sq(rl,. . . ,rm) be a Milnor basis element. Define y 

(Sq (rl,. . . , rm)) =X2X{’ . . .X:pp where 

1. @o,~o)+ h,h)-h . ..+L (n,,kp) and 

2. X” is a factor of XnOX”’ . . k ko kl .X[: if and only if c(k (r+k+r ) = 1. 

A heuristic for easily computing this gamma is very similar to that used for BPR. 

First, write down the binary chart for Sq (rl, . . . ,rm). Then for each chart location (i,j) 

where there is a 1, we have an associated factor Xi”-’ of y Sq (rl,. . . , rm). These 

factors are then multiplied in the correct order. 

For example, to compute y Sq (2,&l) we make the chart: 

1 0 

0 1 1 

and read off the factors X/, Xd, X23, and Xi. Multiplying them in the correct order we 

get ySq(2,5,1) =XdX:XiXi. 

The order 4 on BMil which we require is quite unusual. We begin with an ordering 

on pairs of integers. 

Definition 7.2. Define an ordering < on N x N by (a, b) < (c,d) if 

1. a+b<c+dor 

2. a + b = c + d and b < d. 

For example, (0,O) is the smallest element in this ordering and the ordering begins 

with 

The purpose of this ordering is to order the entries on our binary charts which will 

then provide an ordering on BMil. 
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Definition 7.3. Let Sq(ri,. . . ,rm) and Sq (~1,. . . ,s,) be elements of RMii. We say 

Sq (~1,. . . ,s,) <A Sq (~1,. . , I”,,,) if there exists (h, k) such that 

1. Gli (ri) = CQ (Sj) for all (i,j) < (h,k) and 

2. ak (f-h) < uk @II). 

In other words, we compare the entries of the binary charts of Sq (ri,. . . , rm) and 

Sq (si, . . , s,) in increasing < order until we find the first location (h, k) where they 

differ. Whichever element has the 0 at (h,k) is the larger element. (Note that the second 

condition is equivalent to the condition ak (rh) = 0 and ffk (sh) = 1.) 

Armed with this y and ordering +A on BMil we can now prove: 

Theorem 7.1. Sq (ri, . . . , r,,,) is the +-largest summand Of y Sq (rl,. . . , r,,,),, . 

Thus the Arnon A basis is triangular with respect to the Milnor basis and we have 

the recursive formula (1) for converting an element of A from the Milnor basis to the 

basis BAJA. 

Corollary 7.2. Let Sq(R) E BMil and suppose y (Sq(R)),, = Sq(R) + xi Sq(Ri). Then 

Sq(R)hA = Y Sq(R) + xi Sq(Ri)ArA 

is a well-dejined recursive formula for computing Sq(R)ArA, 

For example, to compute Sq (2,2), we first compute y Sq (2,2) =X/X:. By the 

Milnor product formula 

x:x: = Sq (2) Sq (4) Sq (2) 

=Sq(2,2)+Sq(5,1). 

Applying Corollary 7.2 to the error term we find y Sq (5,l) = X:X; X2. So by the 

product formula 

~o”~oi~; =Sq(l)Sq(2)Sq(l)Sq(4) 

= Sq(5,l). 

Thus we have the desired answer 

Sq(2,2) =xik: +x;x;x;. 

In order to prove these results we begin by defining some notation that will be 

convenient. 

Definition 7.4. Let Sq(ri,. . ., r,,,) be any Milnor basis element. We say Sq (rl, . . . , rm) 

is zero up to (h, k) if gi(ri) = 0 for all (i, j) << (h, k). 

Definition 7.5. Let Sq(ri,. . . , r,,,) be any Milnor basis element. We say Sq (r-i,. . . ,r,,,) 
has a 1 at (h,k) if c(k (rh) = 1. 
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Clearly if Sq(R) is zero through (h, k) and Sq(S) is not, then Sq(S) +A Sq(R). This 

notation is very intuitive when considering the ordering +A and the binary charts of 

Milnor basis elements, as in the following technical lemma. 

Lemma 7.3. Let U=X~X{‘...Xk”,’ E BArA and let Sq(rl,...,r,,,)=y-l(0). Then 

1. Sq(r,,... ,rm) has a 1 at (n,-, -h + 1,ka). 

2. Sq(rl,...,rm) is zero up to (no-ko+l,ka) 

3. XzX{‘...X:: = Sq(2”“)X~-‘X,:1...X,“pp and X$‘-*X~l...X~~ E BAJA (take 

x;-’ = 1 ifno =ks). 

4. y-‘(X~-‘Xk:‘...X~~)=sq(r~ ,..., rh_1,rh+2ko,r~+,-2ko,rh+2 ,..., rm) whereh= 

no - ko (if h = 0 we interpret the right hand expression as Sq (r1 - 2”, r2,. . . , r,)). 

Proof. (1) By definition of y,Xc being a factor of 0 implies that clh (r~O-~+l) = 1 

which in turn implies that Sq(rl,...,r,) has a 1 at (no -b + l,h). 

(2) Assume the contrary. Then there must be (i, j) < (no - ko + 1, ko) such that 

Sq (rl,. . . ,rm) has a 1 at (i, j), i.e. such that aj(ri)= 1. Thus by definition of y, X:“_’ 

must be a factor of 8. Now (i, j) < (no - ko + 1, IQ) implies that either i + j < no + 1 

or else i +j = no + 1 and j < ko so that in either case (i + j- 1, j) -+ (no, b). But this 

contradicts the factor X2 must be the smallest factor in left lexicographic order of its 

indices by definition of BA*A. 
(3) This follows trivially from 

and Xc = Sq(2”o) Sq (2”0-‘) . . . Sq (2’Q) = Sq (2”o) Xc-‘. 
no-1 (4) Since X2X{’ . . .X$ and XkO X{‘.. .Xk”” only differ in the first factor, then 

by definition of y, Sq (r-1 ,...,r,,,) and y-‘(X~-‘X{‘.~.X~P) must have identical bi- 

nary charts with the exception of the l’s corresponding \o the leading factors. By 

(l), Sq(rl,...,r,) has a 1 at (no-ko+l,h) and y-*(X~-‘X{‘...X~Pp) has a 1 at 

(no - ko, ko). But by (2) Sq (rl, . . . , rm) does not have a 1 at (no - h, /CO) and it is 

clear that y-’ (Xc-‘X{’ . . .X;yY) does not have a 1 at (no - ko + 1, k~) since X2 is not 

a factor (remembering that (no, k~) -Q (nl, kl )). Thus to obtain y-’ (X2-l X{’ . . . XL”) 

from Sq(rl,..., ‘k r,,,) we simply remove the 1 at (no - b + 1, b) by subtracting 2 o 

from r,,_b+, and create a 1 at (no - ko, b) by adding 2ko to r,,+,. Thus 

y-l (Xz-‘Xi’ . . ‘xi:) = sq (r-1,. . . ,rno-b + 2’, rn,_ko+l - 2”, . . . ,rm) 

as required. 0 

We are now ready to prove Theorem 7.1. 

Proof of Theorem 7.1. It suffices to show that y-‘(XcX;’ . . . Xf:)is the +-largest 

summand of (X2X: . . . XL: )Mil. So let X2X:’ . .X;,” E BhA. Then y-’ (X2 X$ . . . 

X::)=Sq(rl,. . . , rm) where &(r,_k+t)=l ifandonlyifxf is a factorofXzX4’ ...Xi’. P 
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Let q = ~fz,(rzI - ki + 1) which is the total number of factors of the form Sq(2’) in 

the product X2X::’ . . .XLpp when expanded using the definition of Xi. We proceed by 

induction on q. 

If q = 1 then p = 0 and 120 = ko so that (X$X:’ . . .XfPP)Mil = Sq (2”0)Mil = Sq (2”O) 

and y-’ (Xt;) = Sq (2”O) and hence the theorem holds. 

Assume that the theorem is true for all 8 in BAJA having less than q factors of the 

form Sq (2’). Then by Lemma 7.3 

1/(X-;-‘X;l.. .Xk::‘)=Sq(r ,,..., rh+2ko,Yh+, -2ko )...) rm) 

where h = IZO - b. For brevity let 

d=r ,,..., rh+2k0,rh+, -2k0 )...) I”,. 

So by our inductive hypothesis we have 

( 
X”OX”’ 

ko kl 
. . . ‘y”p 

k, > ( 
= 

Mil 
sq (2”o)x~-‘x;’ . . -x; 

> p Mil 

= SqC2”‘) (Sq (k) + C WCS)) 

= Sq (2”‘) Sq (R) + C Sq(2”‘) Sq(Si), 

where Sq(Si) <A Sq (ri) for all i. 
Now the matrix X 

* ,-l ... r,, P&i -2 ko “’ r, 

0 0 . 2ko 0 
(12) 

0 

is Sq(2”O)Sq (I?)- a d missible since it clearly satisfies (3), (4) (because 2h2ko =2no-ko2ko 

= 2”O), and (5) (since 2ko Erh+i by Lemma 7.3 it follows that 2ko $! rh+i - 2k”). The 

matrix X produces Sq (q, . . . , r,,,) as desired. 

Let X be any other Sq(2”*) Sq (f?)- a 11 owable matrix which produces Sq (tl,. . . , t,,). 

Then X has the form 

* Xl x2 . . x, 

Yo Yl y2 . .. yw . 
(13) 

We consider two cases: h # 0 and h = 0. 
Case 1: h # 0. Since X is admissible, c 2’Yi = 2”O and hence Yh 5 2k0. But Yh # 2k0 

since we are assuming this matrix is not the same as (12). So Yh < 2ko. Thus by (3) 

xh = rh $ 2k0 - Yh. But since Yh < 2k0 there exists u < ko such that 2’ Ex~ (this follows 

from the fact that 2’ $! rh for i 5 ko since Sq(ri,. . ,r,) is zero up to (h + 1, k~) by 

Lemma 7.3). But also th = xh + Y&i and so by (5) 2” E th also. Thus Sq(ti,. . _, tn) 

has a 1 at (h, u). But h + u 5 h + ko < h + ko + 1 so that (h, u) < (h + 1, ko). But 

Sq (rl,. . ,rm) is zero up to (h + 1, ko) so that Sq (ti,. . . , tn) <A Sq (rl,. . . ,rm). 
Case 2: h = 0. In this case no = ko. Since X is admissible, C 2’Yi = 2”o and thus 

there must be some v such that y, # 0 and consequently some u such that 2” E y, 

with u + v 5 no. Notice also that we have u < ko since we are assuming this matrix is 
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not the same as (12). By (5) 2U~yv implies 2”~t,+i. Thus Sq(tl,...,t,) has a 1 at 

(v+l,u).Butu+v+l~n~+l andu<k~sothat(v+1,u)<(l,k~).ByLemma 

7.3 Sq(ri,. . ,r,) is zero up to (1, ko) so that Sq(ti,. . . ,tn)-+ Sq(ri,. . .,r,,). 

So in both cases we have shown that any other Sq (2”O) Sq (I?)-allowable matrix 

other than (12) produces Sq(ti,. . . , tn) which is strictly -iA less than Sq (~1,. . . ,I-,). 

Thus Sq (rl,. . . , rm) is a summand of the product Sq (2”‘~) Sq (I?). 

So all that remains to be demonstrated is that Sq(ri,. . . ,r,) is not a summand of 

Sq (2”‘) Q(S) f or any of the terms Sq(Si) <A Sq (i). SO let Sq(Si) = Sq (Si,. . .,s,) 

be any such term. We again consider two cases. 

Case 1: h = 0. In this case IZO = ko. Let X be a Sq(2”0)Sq(Si)-allowable matrix 

(which must be of the form (13)). Since c 2’yi = 24 there must be some u such 

that yU # 0 and consequently some u such that 2” E ya with u + u 5 no, By (5) 2’ E yL’ 

implies 2” E &+I. Thus Sq (tl, . . . , t,,) has a 1 at (a + 1, u). Since u + u 5 no it follows 

thatu+v+l<na+l. 

Case 1.1: u+u+l < no+1 or u+v+l=no+l andu < 710. In this case (vfl, u) << 

(1, no). But Sq(rl,..., rm) is zero up to (1,~) so that Sq(tl,. . . , &)+A Sq(rl,. . . ,rm). 

Case 1.2: u + v + 1 = no + 1 and u = no. In this case u = 0. Since X is allowable, 

2”~ $!s, (by (5)). Thus X produces Sq(ti,. . .,t,) where tl = SI + 2”0, and t, = s, for 

i > 1. Thus it is easy to see that the binary chart of Sq (tl, . . . , t,,) is identical to 

that of Sq(sl,...,s,) with the exception of the 1 at location (1,~) of Sq(tl,...,t,,). 

Similarly, the binary chart of Sq(rl,. . ,r,) is identical to that of Sq (fi) with the 

exception of the 1 at location (1, no) of Sq (rl,. . . ,r,) (since Sq (R) is zero up to 

(nl - kl + l,k,) > (1, ko)). Then the fact that Sq(si,. ..,s,) +A Sq (I?) implies that 

there exists (a,b) such that the binary charts of Sq (~1,. ,s,) and Sq (i) match at all 

locations (i,j) < (a, b) and that Sq(sl,. . ,s,) has a 1 at (a, b) while Sq(&) has a 0 

at (a, b). Simply changing the 0 at (1, no) on both charts to a 1 does not affect this 

situation so that once again Sq (tl, . . . , tn) +A Sq (rl, . . . , rm) . 

Case 2: h > 0. Let X be a Sq (2’@) Sq(Si)-allowable matrix which produces 

Sq (t,, , tn) (and must be of the form (13)). Once again since C 2’~; = 2”O there 

must be some v such that ya # 0 and consequently some u such that 2” E ya with 

u+v<no. By (5) 2U~yv implies 2”~t,+i. Thus Sq(ti,...,t,) has a 1 at (v+ 1,~). 

Case 2.1: u + u < no or (u + v = no and u < ko). In this case (u + 1, U) < (no - 

ko + 1, ko). But Sq(ri,. . , rm) is zero up to (no - ko i- 1,ko) so that Sq(ti,...,t,)<A 

Sq(ri,...,r,). 
Case 2.2: u + v = no and u 2 ko. Then X has the form 

* Sl ... sv-1 s,-22”s,+, ‘.. s, 

0 0 ..’ 0 2U 0 .‘. 0 

Case 2.2.1: 2” 4 s,. In this case 2” ES, - 2U which implies that 2’ E t,. Thus 

Sq (t1,. . . , tn) has a 1 at (0,~). But u+u=na < no+1 so that (v,u) < (no - ko + l,ko). 

But Sq(ri,..., rm) is zero up to (no - ko + 1, ko) so that Sq(ti,. . . ,t,) +.A 

Sq(rl,...,r,). 
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Case 2.2.2: 2” ES,. In this case we have 

sq (ll>. . . > tn> = Sqh,..., s~-2",s"+,+2u,s"+z ,..., s,). 

Notice that 2’ 4 s,+i since X is admissible, so that the only difference between the 

binary charts of Sq (ti,. . . ,t,) and Sq (31,. . . ,s,) is that the 1 at (0,~) in Sq (si,. . . ,s,) 

is moved to location (u + 1, U) in Sq (t,, . . . , t,,). Also the difference between the binary 

charts of Sq(l?) and Sq(ri,..., rm) is that the 1 at location (h, ks) in Sq (R) is moved 

to location (h + 1,kc) in Sq (rl,. . . ,rm). By definition Sq (~1,. . . ,s,)-+ Sq (a) implies 

that there exists (a, b) such that the binary charts of Sq (~1,. . . , s,) and Sq (I?) match 

at all locations (i,j) < (a, b) and that Sq(si,. . .,s,) has a 1 at (a,b) while Sq (k) 

has a 0 at (a, b). 
Case 2.2.2.1: u = k,-,. In this case (u, U) = (h, kc). It is clear that simply moving the 

1 at (h, kc) to location (h + 1, ka) on both binary charts to a 1 does not affect the fact 

that (a, 6) is the first location where the charts differ and does not change the values 

of the charts at (a, b), so that once again Sq (ti, . . . , tn) -+ Sq (rl,. . . , r,,,) . 

Case 2.2.2.2: u > kc. Since Sq (fi) has a 1 at (h, ko) and is zero up to (h, ko) and 

also Sq(&) +A Sq (I?) then either Sq (si, . . , s,) is not zero up to (h, ko) or else it is 

and it has a 1 at (h, ko) also. 

Case 2.2.2.2.1: Sq(si,. . . ,s,) is not zero up to (h, ko). In this case there is a 1 at 

(i, j) for some (i,j) << (h, b) < (0,~). As the binary charts of Sq (ti,. . . , tn) and 

Sqh,..., s,) only differ at locations (u, U) and (u + l,u), Sq (ti,. . . ,t,) must also have 

a 1 at (i, j) < (h, ko) < (h + 1, ko). Thus since Sq (rl,. . ,r,) is zero up to (h + 1, ko) 
we have Sq(ti,. . .,t,)-+ Sq(rl,. . .,rm). 

Case 2.2.2.2.2: Sq(si,. ,s,) is zero up to (h, ko) and has a 1 at (h, ko). Since 

the binary charts of Sq (tl,. . . , t,,) and Sq (~1,. ,s,) only differ at locations (u, u) 

and (u + 1, u) and (h, ko) < (u,u), Sq(tl,. . ., tn) must also have a 1 at (h, b) << 

(h+l,ko).ThussinceSq(rl,...,r,)iszeroupto(h+l,ko)wehaveSq(t,,...,t,)~~ 

Sq(ri,...,rm). 0 

8. Non-triangular bases 

The remaining bases, &vail, Bw~Y, and Bw~ are not triangular with respect to the 

Milnor basis. There is an interesting relationship between the Bwall and Bw~ bases 

however, which we note in this section. 

To see that Bwall is not triangular with respect to the Milnor basis we consider 

grading 9. In this grading the elements of Bwall are Sq’,‘, Sq1,2,4,2, Sq2,4,‘52, Sq2,4,25’, 

and Sq4,2,‘,2. By the Milnor product formula these equal: 

sqs,’ =Sq(9)+Sq(6,1), 

Sq 1,2,4,2 = sq (3,2), 

Sq 2’4’1’2 = Sq (6,l) + Sq (0,3) + Sq (3,2), 
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sq2,4,2~1 
=Sq(3,2)+Sq(O,3)+Sq(2,0,1), 

sq4,W = 
Sq(6,1> + Sq(O,3)+ SsCTO, 1). 

Clearly, any bijection y mapping Bwail to BMii must have YS~‘,‘,~,~ = Sq(3,2). 

Now suppose we want to find an ordering + of BMil in grading 9 and extend y so 

that OMii = y (0) + c Sq (R,) where each Sq (Ri) 4 y (0). Then among the elements 

Sq (6,1), Sq (0,3), and Sq (2,0,1) we must decide which element is greatest in terms 

of 4 . Suppose we choose Sq (6,l) to be the largest. Then the condition that y map 0 

to the largest summand forces y Sq2,4,‘,2 = y Sq4’2,1’2 = Sq (6,l) which contradicts the 

injectivity of y. A similar argument shows that we cannot choose either Sq (0,3) or 

Sq (2,0,1) for the 4 largest element. Thus no such ordering and gamma exist, and we 

conclude Bwall is not triangular with respect tot the Milnor basis. An exactly analogous 

argument in grading 9 proves that both B wdy and BWU are not triangular with respect 

to the Milnor basis either. 

The Wood bases are related to each other in the same sense that the Pi bases 

described above are: one basis can be obtained from the other by simply changing the 

order of the factors in the monomials. There also is an interesting relationship of sorts 

between the Wall basis and the Wood Z basis. We have the following: 

Theorem 8.1. Y,f_k is the +E largest summand of (Q;),,. 

The proof of this theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1 and will not be 

presented here. Thus we are naturally led to consider the bijection y : Bwall + BWu by 

Y Q;" Qk",' . . ( . Q;;) = Y&,, Yn”,l_k, . ’ . Y;_~/ 

It is a simple matter to verify that the order of the factors is such that the right hand 

side is indeed an element of Bw~ as claimed. 

We close this section by commenting that it is conceivable that these three bases 

are triangular with respect to one another, but knowing this would not provide us with 

a recursive change of basis formula of the form (1) since this relies on the Milnor 

product formula to convert from the given basis to the Milnor basis, and we have no 

analogous product formula for these bases. 

9. Product relations 

In order to improve on the change of basis formulas derived above, we would like 

to obtain explicit non-recursive formulas. As a first step in this direction it would be 

desirable to know which elements are common to two given bases. For example, it is 

well known that the elements Sq(n) are common to both the Milnor and admissible 

monomial bases. But are these the only such elements? The answer is no, and further 

investigation yields an infinite subset of BMil n BAG. By Theorem 4.1 any element 

8 E BMil n BAdrn must satisfy y (0) = 8, i.e. it must be an eigenvector of y (extended to 

a linear transformation of A). 
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Theorem 9.1. Zf Yi E - 1 mod 2 ‘U(rli’) for all 1 <i < m then Sq(rl,. . .,rm) E BMil n 

B*drn (and in this case Sq (~1,. . . ,v,) = ySq (ri,. . ,rm)). 

We point out that this linear algebra result is also providing us with information about 

products, i.e. Sq” Sq’* . . . Sq” = Sq (~1,. . . , r,,,) where ri = ti - 2ti+i (take tm+i = 0) if 

ri E - 1 mod 2°(r1+’ ) for all 1 2 i < m. 

We also note out that the condition Yi E - 1 mod 2°(‘i+1) can easily be checked by 

writing the ordinary binary representations of numbers rl, r2,. . . ,r, in horizontally 

above one another (with rl on top) and checking that no digit ever appears below 

a 0. This is because of the following trivial fact which we state without proof: 

r--l mod2” H 2kEr for all k<w. (14) 

For example, Sq (13,5,1) is not equal to an admissible monomial because writing 

the indices in base 2 yields: 

13 = 1 1 0 12 

5= 1012 

l= 12 

and the 0 in the two’s column of the 5 is beneath the 0 in the same column for 13. 

On the other hand, Sq (7,5,1) does satisfy the required condition and so by Theorem 

9.1 we deduce that Sq(7,5,1) = Sq2’ Sq7Sq’. 

We will also need to make use of the following fact whose verification is an ele- 

mentary exercise in binary arithmetic. 

Lemma 9.2. Let x, y, r, w be non-negative integers. Zf r E -1 mod 2” and x + y = r 

then for any k < w either 2k Ex or 2k E y but not both, i.e. Mk (x) + & (y) = 1. 

We now turn our attention to proving Theorem 9.1. 

Proof of Theorem 9.1. Let R=rl, . . , r, be any sequence satisfying r, E - 1 mod 2°(fi+1) 

for all i. We would like to show that y Sq(R) = Sq(R). We proceed by induction on 

m. 
If m = 1 then 1: Sq (rl ) = Sq (r1 ) by definition of y. 

Now for the inductive hypothesis assume that for any Sq (~1,. . ,sk) E BMiI with 

k < m if si = -1 mod2”(Q’) for all i then y Sq(S) = Sq(S). In particular, we have 

ySq(ri ,..., r,)=Sq(rl,..., rm). 
Let Sq(r)=y(R) where T=tl,..., tm. Then clearly ySq (r2,. . , rm) = Sq’* . . Sqtm so 

that 

r%(R) = sq(tl)Sq(B)...Sq(t,) 

=Sq(tl)ySq(rz,...,r,) 

= Sq (tl > Sq (r2, . . , r,) 
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So it suffices to show that Sq (tl ) Sq (rz, . . . , r,,,)=Sq (rl, . . . , rm) by the Milnor product 

formula. 

Let X be a Sq(tl)Sq(rz,..., r,)-allowable matrix. Then X is of the form 

* x2 x3 . . . x, 

Yl Y2 Y3 ... _?Jm 

such that for 2 < i 5 m 

Xi + yi = rj 

Xj LC yi-1 

and also satisfying 

t] = 22i-1 yj. 
i=l 

Let j > 2 and suppose 2’ E xi. We would like to show that 2’ E xj 
I \ 

also. Now -1 

2’ EX~ implies that 2’ <xj < rj < 2”(q) by (15) and ‘i-1 - -1 mod2W(rj) implies that 

2k E rj_1 for all k < w (rj) by (14). Combining these facts shows 2’ E rj_1. So by 

( 15) and Lemma 9.2 either 2’ E xj-1 or 2’ E yj_1. But 2’ 4: yj_1 by condition (16), SO 

2’ E xi_ 1. Thus we have shown that 2’ E xj implies 2’ E xj_ 1. So by induction we have 

2’ E Xj implies 2’ E x2. In particular, v (Xj) 2 v (x2) for all j. 

Now suppose x2 # 0. Then 2 “(Q) E x2. By Lemma 9.2 this implies that 2”(x2) E r2 

which in mm implies that 2 “(Q) E rl by (14). Now since v (xi) 2 v (x2) if follows that 

2y(X2) divides xj for all j, i.e. that 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

xj = 2+‘)/rj (18) 

for some non-negative integer hj. Solving ( 17) for yl, substituting for tl using (8) and 

applying (18) gives us 

m 

Yl = t1 - c zk-‘yk 
k=2 

m M 

=c zk-‘rk - c zk-‘yk 
k=l k=2 

m 

=rl +~2k-‘(rk-yk) 
k=2 

m 

= r1 + c zk-‘xk 
k=2 
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Combining this with the fact that 2 “(Q) E ~1, it follows by (7) that 2y(X2) E yl. Thus 

2’(Q) E y1 and 2 “(Q) E x2 which contradicts (16). Therefore our assumption that x2 # 0 

must be false. 

So x2 = 0. But v (xi) > v(x2) for all j, so it follows that Xj = 0 for all j. Hence X 

must be the matrix 

* 0 0 ..’ 0 

rl r-2 r-3 . . . r, 

which is clearly admissible and produces Sq (t-1,. . . ,rm). q 
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